Title: INSTRUMENT FOR MEASURING THE POSITION OF THE LOWER JAW AND METHOD WHEREBY SUCH AN INSTRUMENT IS APPLIED

Abstract: Instrument (1) for measuring the position of the lower jaw provided with a top (2) and a bottom (4) bite fork, that are individually adapted to the upper (19) and lower (20) tooth arch of a patient, that are optionally individually adjustable through the use of attachment pieces that adjust the thickness of the bottom and/or top bite fork to the needs of the examination and/or the characteristics of the piece, whereby the top (2) and bottom (4) bite fork are each provided with an extension (5, 11) that extends in a horizontal plane in front of the teeth of the patient with the instrument (1) in the mouth, so that the extensions (5, 11) are outside the mouth of the patient, and whereby these extensions enable the bite forks (2, 4) to move with respect to one another in the horizontal movement plane, while the instrument is placed in the mouth of the patient, and enables the relative position of the bite forks and thus the relative position of the upper and lower tooth arch (19, 20) to be registered outside the mouth of the patient.
Instrument for measuring the position of the lower jaw and method whereby such an instrument is applied.

The present invention relates to an instrument for measuring the position of the lower jaw and a method whereby such an instrument is applied.

More specifically, the invention is intended for measuring the position of the lower jaw with respect to the upper jaw with awake, anaesthetised and/or unconscious patients in order to assess and establish the effect of the forward positioning of the lower jaw on the air passage in the top airway.

It is known that with certain patients the top airway closes at one or more levels while sleeping. These patients can suffer from snoring and/or Obstructive sleep apnoea' (OSA) or the obstructive sleep apnoea syndrome (OSAS).

It is now generally accepted that the moving forward or protrusion of the lower jaw or mandible can improve the accessibility in this top airway.

In general this invention covers an instrument that accurately measures the individual dynamic positioning of the lower jaw, with awake patients, and with anaesthetised and/or unconscious patients, for the purpose of examining and determining the most optimum forward position of the lower jaw prior to the treatment of snoring and/or OSA and/or OSAS.
Changes in the accessibility of the top airway are in general simulated by the forced moving forward or protrusion of the lower jaw or mandible with awake and/or anaesthetised and/or unconscious patients. The effects of such a protrusion on the air passage in the top airway are then evaluated making use of nasendoscopic techniques in a sedated patient. Such a protrusion of the lower jaw is often tried out in patients with obstructive sleep apnoea who qualify for the use of a therapy with an oral correction device for which a prior accurate measurement of the desired lower jaw protrusion is required.

The attending physician faces a number of problems when he tries to evaluate the effects of the mandibular protrusion on the air passage in the top airway by means of the "chin lift" manoeuvre:

1. The forced protrusion, in general known as the "chin lift" manoeuvre, results in a mandibular position that is almost irreproducible, which impedes the accurate measurement as well as the determination of the desired protrusion;

2. This forced protrusion is moreover an extreme manoeuvre and it is improbable that a patient would tolerate this position of the lower jaw resulting from this, and is thus of minimal clinical value for patients who qualify for the use of an oral correction device;
3. This forced protrusion has an intrinsically variable and uncontrolled vertical component whereby the mouth is undesirably opened, depending on how the manoeuvre is performed, which again is difficult to reproduce;

4. Once the optimum protrusive position has been selected by means of an instrument for measuring the position of the lower jaw, there are no means to accurately and dynamically convey this position, whereby ideally, together with the limit positions of maximum protrusion and retraction, the protrusive path between these extreme positions must also be converted into the oral correction device that must be produced by the dental technician.

Despite its difficulties and inadequacies, the "chin lift" manoeuvre described above remains the most generally used method for determining the air passage through the top airways, irrespective of its incapacity to convey the diagnosed optimum horizontal and vertical relationship between the upper and lower jaw as it exists in the individual patient.

The reason for this is that up until now nobody has developed a reproducible measurement method that can perform a correct position measurement of the lower jaw of the patient and can then convey this position, together with the protrusive path, to the therapeutic oral correction devices such that the bite registration also enables the protrusive path to be checked during the production of the correction device.
There are a number of measuring instruments that are able to accurately make bite registrations, but they lack the dynamic component of the back and forth guidance of the lower jaw.

Such a measuring instrument is the George meter (U.S. Pat. No. 5,154,069 of Peter George, dated 13 October 1992). Once the bite registration has been made, no further adaptation and/or check of the protrusive path can be made as the bite registration determines the lower jaw with respect to the upper jaw and does not allow further movement. Furthermore, such instruments can only be used on awake patients as they rely on voluntarily mandibular movements.

Another measuring instrument that can determine the position of the lower jaw with respect to the upper jaw or maxilla in three dimensions, including the vertical, is the Andrea Meter (US 2004/0241464 Al). Its capacity to register the retrusion and protrusion positions and the vertical positions, while a precise positioning of the sagittal movement is made, makes the device precise, accurate and reproducible. Again, once a position has been chosen and the bite registration has been made, no further adaptation and/or check of the protrusive path is possible as the bite registration determines the lower jaw with respect to the upper jaw.

Another measuring instrument that enables the horizontal and vertical position of the lower jaw to be measured in the patient and which enables the individual positioning of the teeth has been developed by Holstrom (U.S. Pat. No.
This measuring instrument has the disadvantage that the parts that are placed over the teeth of the upper jaw and the lower jaw, and which take up space in the mouth, are very voluminous and due to their volume push the tongue away, such that changes in the accessibility of the top airway are introduced that no longer relate to the sleep apnoea or which even cause displacements of the surrounding soft tissue that counteract the possible favourable effects of the mandibular protrusion.

There is no known current method that enables the operator of the measuring instrument:

1. to individually adapt the measuring instrument to the patient with a minimum disturbance of the surrounding soft tissues in the mouth;

2. to dynamically position the lower jaw of the patient accurately and reproducibly both before and after the bite registration;

3. to register the optimum protrusion for transfer to an oral correction device that has to be produced, including the capacity for an in vitro check of the protrusive path.

The purpose of the present invention is to provide a solution to the aforementioned and other disadvantages of the current position measurements, by providing a new improved instrument for this position measurement of the lower jaw by being provided with a top and bottom bite.
fork, that are individually adapted to the upper and lower
tooth arch of a patient, whereby the top and bottom bite
fork are each provided with an extension that extends in a
horizontal plane in front of the teeth of the patient with
the measuring instrument in the mouth, so that the
extensions are outside the mouth of the patient, and
whereby these extensions enable both bite forks to move
with respect to one another in the sagittal direction in
the horizontal movement plane before and after bite
registration, while the instrument is placed in the mouth
of the patient, and moreover enables the relative position
of the bite forks to be conveyed outside the mouth of the
patient, and all this in a minimal invasive way and whereby
the front edge of the bottom and top bite fork present a
bevelling such that the movement of the bottom bite fork
with respect to the top bite fork proceeds steplessly.

The present invention also enables the thickness of the top
and/or bottom bite fork to be adapted and thus the vertical
component of the registration to be kept variable.

This can be done by, but is not limited to, attachment
pieces provided to this end fastened in the existing
retention holes, but also by adapting the thickness of the
bite fork itself.

An advantage of this adaptation of the vertical dimension
is that it enables the effect of the opening of the lower
jaw during the forward movement of the lower jaw to be
examined, and this in a reversible way as the changes in
the vertical dimension after and/or during the examination
are adjustable as a function of the findings.

An advantage of such a measuring instrument is that each
desired position in the protrusive path as well as the
entire protrusive path can thereby be conveyed afterwards
to any oral correction device that must be produced using
known materials for teeth impressions.

Another advantage of such bite forks with extensions is
that the measurements of their relative position are done
outside the mouth of the patient and on account of the
particularly small volume, without undesired side-effects
such as the bite forks pushing the tongue away or the soft
tissues in the mouth.

The mutual movement between the top and bottom bite fork
remains possible because the material used for the bite
registration does not impede the opposite fork because the
retention holes for this registration material do not run
through the fork but have a thin seal. This prevents the
material used for the bite registration getting into the
opposite fork and thereby the functionality of the
measuring instrument is limited.

In a preferred embodiment the instrument for measuring the
position of the lower jaw is provided with an integrated
sliding part over the extensions, that not only serves to
hold the extensions together during use, but also acts as
means for the operator to make the desired markings on the
top extension that correspond to the measured positions of
the lower jaw, i.e. at least the maximum protrusion and retrusion, and the protrusion position chosen for insertion of an oral correction device that has to be produced on the basis of this chosen protrusion position.

An advantage of such a sliding part is that it enables the instrument for measuring the position of the lower jaw to be used in clinical conditions whereby the patient can be awake or unconscious, and can be used as an aid to measure the optimum relative position of the top and bottom bite forks for the purpose of optimum accessibility of the top airways.

After removal of the individual bite forks with extensions from the mouth of the patient, they can be used to convey the position of the upper jaw with respect to the lower jaw to a simulator by means of the present invention. To this end the "incisive pin" of the simulator concerned has to be replaced by the design described hereinafter such that the centrally situated incisive pin provides space for the extensions of the present invention and thus enables the simulation of the movements of the lower jaw with respect to the upper jaw without hindrance for this incisive pin.

An additional advantage of these accurate replaceable bite forks is that they thus enable the changes in the relative position of the upper and lower jaw to be quantitatively and accurately monitored over time, in order to supervise the patients and monitor any tooth movements as a function of time.
Preferably the components of the instrument for measuring the position of the jaws are made of materials suitable for automated production methods such as injection moulding of polymers, numerically controlled milling machines for metals, or robotics or other automated production methods. In very specific cases the components are made of sterilisable materials.

An advantage of these automatically produced components is that they are very accurate but nonetheless affordable, and also reusable.

With the intention of better showing the characteristics of the invention, a preferred embodiment of the instrument for measuring the position of the lower jaw according to the invention is described hereinafter by way of an example, without any limiting nature, with reference to the accompanying drawings, wherein:

- figure 1 schematically shows an exploded perspective view of an instrument for measuring the position of the lower jaw according to the invention;
- figure 2 shows the natural habitual conclusion with the tooth arches of a set of teeth against one another;
- figure 3 shows the top bite fork of the instrument according to figure 1 provided with self-polymerising bite registration paste;
- figure 4 shows the instrument according to figure 1 placed in the mouth of a patient, positioned by his frontal incisors;
Figure 5 shows the sliding part around the two bite forks of the instrument according to Figure 1 in more detail;

Figure 6 shows Figure 4 but after maximum horizontal forward movement of the bottom bite fork with respect to the top bite fork;

Figure 7 shows Figure 4 but after maximum horizontal backward movement of the bottom bite fork with respect to the top bite fork;

Figure 8 shows the markings of selected positions between the top and bottom bite fork on the extension of the top bite fork;

Figure 9 shows Figure 4 but in a possible preferred position and whereby the bite forks are provided with bite registration paste over their entire arch length;

Figure 10 shows the instrument for measuring the position of the lower jaw according to the invention in the preferred position between the upper and lower jaw, after removal of the bite registration from the mouth of the patient;

Figure 11 shows a perspective view of a cross-section of a top and bottom bite fork provided with a thickening according to the invention;

Figure 12 shows a variant of Figure 1, whereby the retention holes for the registration material are sealed by a thin seal at the bottom;

Figure 13 shows a perspective view of an adapted incisive pin according to the invention.

Figure 1 shows an exploded perspective view of the instrument 1 for measuring the position of the lower jaw.
according to the invention, consisting of a top bite fork 2 with retention holes 3 with seal for the mechanical anchoring of the registration material to be applied later, and a bottom bite fork 4 with retention holes 3 with seal for the mechanical anchoring of the registration material to be applied later. The top bite fork 2 is provided with an extension 5, whose longitudinal axis coincides with a notch 7 of an upright edge 8, against which the upper frontal incisors of the patient are positioned, and with examples of gradations on the top of the extension 5. The longitudinal axis 10 of the extension 11 of the bottom bite fork 4 coincides with the notch 12 of a downward edge 13 against which the lower frontal incisors of the patient are positioned. The bottom extension 11 leads to a sliding part 14 that is provided with a window 15 through which the top extension 5 can be seen when it is introduced, and this is in different sliding part positions with respect to the bottom extension 11. The sliding part 14 is provided with a cutaway 16 for a screw bolt 17 that engages with a set screw 18 that goes through it up to against the extension 5 of the top bite fork 2.

Figure 2 shows the natural habitual position of a set of teeth with the upper tooth arch 19 and the lower tooth arch 20 at some distance from one another in which the natural position of the upper frontal incisors 21, 22 separated by the inter-incisor line 23a are shown, with respect to the lower frontal incisors 24, 25 separated by their inter-incisor line 23b.
Figure 3 shows the top bite fork 2 of the instrument 1 for measuring the position of the lower jaw prior to placement in the mouth, provided with a small quantity of self-polymerising bite registration paste 26 against the upright edge 8 of the top bite fork 2 at the level of the position intended for the top frontal incisors 21, 22.

Figure 4 shows the instrument 1 for measuring the position of the lower jaw, placed in the mouth of a patient, and positioned against his frontal incisors, i.e. the upper frontal incisors 21 and 22 that fit in the hardened bite registration paste 26 and which are close to the upright edge 8 of the top bite fork 2, and the lower frontal incisors 24 and 25 that fit in the hardened bite registration paste 26 and which are close to the downward edge 13 of the bottom bite fork 4 of the instrument 1. The set screw 18 does not yet make contact with the extension 5 of the top bite fork 2 so that the bottom bite fork moves unimpeded with respect to the top bite fork.

Figure 5 shows the bottom 28 of the sliding part 14 in more detail to which the extension 11 of the bottom bite fork 4 leads and in which a set screw 18 can be screwed against the extension 5 of the top bite fork 2 that slides through the sliding part 14 so that the bottom bite fork is fixed with respect to the top bite fork and no longer moves.

Figure 6 shows the instrument 1 for measuring the position of the lower jaw, placed in the mouth of the patient without fixation of the set screw 18 and positioned by his frontal incisors 21, 22, 24, 25, but now after maximum
forward horizontal movement of the bottom bite fork 4 with respect to the top bite fork 2.

Figure 7 shows the instrument 1 for measuring the position of the jaws placed in the mouth of a patient without fixation of the set screw 18 and positioned by his frontal incisors 21, 22, 24, 25, but now after maximum backward horizontal movement of the bottom bite fork 4 with respect to the top bite fork 2.

Figure 8 shows the top of the extension 5 of the top bite fork 2, on which three markings are made, i.e. the maximum horizontal movement of the bottom bite fork 4 forwards 28, backwards 29, and the chosen intermediate position 30, that will be used for making the oral correction device and in this case is the only one marked by a dashed line to distinguish it from the most forward and most backward positions.

In figure 9 the instrument 1 for measuring the position of the lower jaw in its chosen preferred position is indicated by the dashed marking 30 and fixed in this position by the set screw 18 is introduced in the mouth of the patient, whereby the top and bottom bite fork are now provided over their entire arch length with a bite registration paste 27, that contain a faithful impression of the upper tooth arch 19 and lower tooth arch 20.

Figure 10 shows the instrument 1 for measuring the position of the lower jaw in its chosen preferred position, after hardening of the bite registration paste 26 on the top 2
and bottom 4 bite forks, and after the instrument 1 has been taken out of the mouth of the patient in a position fixed with the set screw 18, so that the relative position of the top 2 and bottom 4 bite fork remains preserved, and can be used for producing an oral correction device appropriate for the patient.

Figure 11 presents a cross-section in the longitudinal direction of the instrument 1 for measuring the position of the lower jaw, but now provided with a thickening, for example but not limited to, in the form of attachment pieces 31, 32 for the top bite fork 2 and/or for the bottom bite fork 4. Such an attachment piece 31, 32 fits in the retention holes of the top or bottom bite fork and is provided with different thicknesses in steps of 2 mm. Such an attachment piece 31,32 enables the thickness of the bottom and/or bottom bite fork to be adjusted to the needs of the examination and/or the characteristics of the patient.

Figure 12 presents a perspective view of a variant of the instrument 1 for measuring the position of the lower jaw that is now provided with retention holes 3 for the registration material, that are sealed at the bottom by a thin seal 33 over the entire surface of the bite forks 2,4 without registration material from the one bite fork 2 being able to penetrate to the other bite fork 4.

Figure 13 shows a perspective view of an incisive pin 34 according to the invention in three variants, whereby this incisive pin serves to replace the existing incisive pins.
in simulators, such that the bite forks with extensions 2, 4 of this invention can be placed in the existing simulators without steric hindrance. This enables the technician to produce an oral correction device under optimum conditions using an existing simulator.

The area of application of the instrument 1 for measuring the position of the lower jaw enables a dynamic bite registration to be measured in a patient who:

a) still has his own teeth elements, including crowns and/or bridges or otherwise placed over his own teeth elements or placed directly or indirectly on implants;

b) or has a partial removable prosthesis;

c) or has a complete removable prosthesis that preferably, but not necessarily, is anchored on implants.

The method for using the instrument 1 for measuring the position of the lower jaw in order to obtain a valid dynamic bite registration is as follows.

Hereby upper tooth arch 19 and lower tooth arch 20 mean the teeth elements present in the mouth consisting of one or any combination as described above under a), b) or c) and configured in an arch that follows the form of the jaw bones. The method at least consists of the following steps:

1) the determination of the natural habitual occlusion by getting the patient to bite and bring the tooth arches
against one another, without there being anything between the antagonistic tooth arches;

2) the introduction of the top bite fork 2 against the upper tooth arch 19 of the patient whereby the inter-incisor line 23a between the two upper central frontal incisors 21, 22 are in line with the longitudinal centreline 6 of the extension 5 of the top bite fork 2 and whereby the outermost vestibular plane of these upper frontal incisors 21, 22 are against an upright edge 8 with notch 7, again with the inter-incisor line 23a between both frontal incisors 21, 22 in line with the notch 7;

3) the optional selection of a thickening, for example in the form of attachment pieces 31, 32 of a suitable thickness in the existing retention holes at the level of the incisors in the top and/or bottom bite fork to adjust the thickness of the bite fork or bite forks concerned, or in the form of a thicker bite fork.

4) the introduction of the bottom bite fork 4 against the lower tooth arch 20 taking account of an analogous positioning of the lower frontal incisors 24, 25 with respect to the downward edge 13 with notch 12 on the bottom bite fork 4;

5) the introduction of a bite registration paste 26 of inelastic self-polymerising material against the mouth side of the upright 8 and the downward 13 edge of the two bite forks 2, 4;
the careful placement of the two bite forks 2, A in the mouth, whereby the centrelines 6 of the extensions 5, 11 are in line with the inter-incisor line 23a, 23b and whereby the two bite forks 2, 4 are held together by a sliding part 14;

letting the bite registration paste 26 harden until the upper 21, 22 and lower 24, 25 frontal incisors are positioned on respectively the top 2 and bottom 4 bite fork, after which the instrument 1 is taken out of the mouth of the patient;

the loosening of the set screw 18 that fixes the top and bottom bite fork 2, 4 so that the top 2 and bottom 4 bite fork slide freely with respect to one another in a horizontal plane, ensuring that the bottom bite fork 4 does not move too much;

putting the instrument 1 back in the mouth of the patient whereby the patient positions his front incisors 21, 22, 24, 25 in the preformed bite registration paste 26;

letting the patient move his lower jaw as straight as possible to the front and back in the horizontal plane between the two bite forks 2, 4 without taking any measurements, and repeating this a few times so that the masseters of the patient become supple, the temporomandibular joint becomes supple and the patient becomes familiar with the exercise;
11) letting the patient move his lower jaw forwards to the maximum possible without opening his mouth and without exerting too much force on the instrument, and registering this position 28 by marking means, and preferably repeating this a few times to foster the accuracy of the measurement;

12) letting the patient move his lower jaw backwards to the maximum possible without opening his mouth and without exerting too much force on the instrument, and registering this position 29 by marking means, and preferably repeating this a few times to foster the accuracy of the measurement;

13) finally the gradual and gentle forward movement of his lower jaw by the patient from a backward located position up to the position that the patient can adopt without too much discomfort, depending on the characteristics and capabilities of the patient, and preferably repeating this movement a few times to be certain that this preferred position 30 can be reproducibly adopted by the patient, in order to then register this best position for the patient between the front and back position on the instrument by marking means in a distinctive manner with respect to the front and back position markings;

14) the screwing in of the set screw 18 on the instrument 1 so that the bite forks 2, 4 no longer move with respect to one another and taking the instrument 1 out of the mouth;

15) the application of bite registration paste 26 or another fixing means over the entire arch length of the top bite fork 2 and the bottom bite fork 4, ensuring that the
bottom bite fork 4 remains correctly positioned, and this simultaneously or bite fork by bite fork;

16) the introduction of the instrument 1 into the mouth again, in different phases or otherwise and letting the bite registration paste 26 harden on one or both bite forks 2,4 simultaneously, in the chosen position;

17) taking the instrument 1 out of the mouth for the positioning of the lower jaw and thorough rinsing under running water and/or blow drying with oil-free compressed air;

18) the delivery of the instrument 1 with the impressions of the upper tooth arch 19 and lower tooth arch 20 in the registration paste 27 on the bite forks 2,4 that act as an aid for the production of an oral correction device for the patient concerned;

19) the optional delivery of the instrument 1 according to step 18), supplemented by an adapted incisive pin suitable for placement in a simulator, such that the bite forks with extensions can be placed in the simulator without steric hindrance, which enables the technician to produce the oral correction device under optimum conditions;

20) the dismantling of the instrument 1 whereby both bite forks 2, 4 are released and cleaned so that the instrument 1 can be reused, and new measurements can be made with it in another patient or in the same patient at another time.
The present invention is by no means limited to the embodiment described as an example and shown in the drawings, but an instrument for measuring the position of the lower jaw and a method for using the instrument according to the invention can be realised in all kinds of forms and dimensions without departing from the scope of the invention, as described in the following claims.
Claims.

1.- Instrument (1) for measuring the position of the lower jaw provided with a top (2) and a bottom (4) bite fork, that are individually adapted to the upper (19) and lower (20) tooth arch of a patient, characterised in that the top (2) and bottom (4) bite fork are each provided with an extension (5, 11) that extends in a horizontal plane in front of the teeth of the patient with the instrument (1) in the mouth, so that the extensions (5, 11) are outside the mouth of the patient, and whereby these extensions enable the bite forks (2, 4) to move with respect to one another in the horizontal movement plane, while the instrument is placed in the mouth of the patient, and enables the relative position of the bite forks and thus the relative position of the upper and lower tooth arch (19, 20) to be registered outside the mouth of the patient.

2.- Instrument for measuring the position of the lower jaw according to claim 1, characterised in that both the bottom and top bite fork taper dorsally with regard to the side of the bite fork that is oriented towards the chewing surfaces of the teeth such that the natural curvature of the tooth arches, as defined by the Curve of Spee, is respected and the forward movement of the lower jaw is not hindered by this individual curvature of the row of chewing surfaces.

3.- Instrument for measuring the position of the lower jaw according to claim 1, characterised in that the instrument
is provided with a sliding part (14) over the extensions (5, 11), not only to keep the extensions of the top and bottom bite fork together, but also as means for the operator of the instrument (1) to make the desired markings (28, 29, 30) on the top extension (5), corresponding to a certain number of positions of the lower jaw, i.e. at least the maximum protrusion (28) and retraction (29), and the selected protrusion position (30) for the production of an oral correction device.

4.- Instrument for measuring the position of the lower jaw according to claim 1 or 2, characterised in that the individual bite forks (2, 4) with extensions (5, 11), after removal from the mouth of the patient, can be placed back at later times if necessary or desired, in an accurate position in the mouth of the same patient to enable monitoring of individual patients over time.

5.- Instrument for positioning the lower jaw according to claim 1 or 2, characterised in that the components thereof (2, 3, 4, 5, 11, 14, 18) are made of materials suitable for automated production methods such as injection moulding of polymers, numerically controlled milling machines for metals, or robotics or other automated production methods, including those for sterilisable materials.

6.- Method for the use of the instrument (1) for measuring the position of the lower jaw described in one of the previous claims consisting of at least the following steps:
1) the determination of the natural habitual occlusion by getting the patient to bite and bring the tooth arches against one another, without there being anything between the antagonistic tooth arches;

2) the introduction of the top bite fork (2) against the upper tooth arch (19) of the patient whereby the inter-incisor line (23a) between the two upper central frontal incisors (21, 22) are in line with the longitudinal centreline (6) of the extension (5) of the top bite fork (2) and whereby the outermost vestibular plane of these upper frontal incisors (21, 22) are against an upright edge (8) with notch (7), again with the inter-incisor line (23a) between both frontal incisors (21, 22) in line with the notch (7);

3) the optional affixing of a thickening, for example in the form of attachment pieces (31, 32) of a suitable thickness in the existing retention holes at the level of the incisors in the top and/or bottom bite fork to adjust the thickness of the bite fork or bite forks concerned, or in the form of a thicker bite fork.

4) the introduction of the bottom bite fork (4) against the lower tooth arch (20) taking account of an analogous positioning of the lower frontal incisors (24, 25) with respect to the downward edge (13) with notch (12) on the bottom bite fork (4);

5) the introduction of a bite registration paste (26) of inelastic self-polymerising material against the mouth side
of the upright (8) and the downward (13) edge of the two bite forks (2, 4);

6) the careful placement of the two bite forks (2, 4) in the mouth, whereby the centrelines (6) of the extensions (5, 11) are in line with the inter-incisor line (23a, 23b) and whereby the two bite forks (2, 4) are held together by a sliding part (14);

7) letting the bite registration paste (26) harden until the upper (21, 22) and lower (24, 25) frontal incisors are positioned on respectively the top (2) and bottom (4) bite fork, after which the instrument (1) is taken out of the mouth of the patient;

8) the loosening of the set screw (18) that fixes the top and bottom bite fork (2, 4) so that the top (2) and bottom (4) bite fork slide freely with respect to one another in a horizontal plane, ensuring that the bottom bite fork (4) does not move too much;

9) putting the instrument (1) back in the mouth of the patient whereby the patient positions his front incisors (21, 22, 24, 25) in the preformed bite registration paste (26);

10) letting the patient move his lower jaw as straight as possible to the front and back in the horizontal plane between the two bite forks (2, 4) without taking any measurements, and repeating this a few times so that the masseters of the patient become supple, the
temporomandibular joint becomes supple and the patient becomes familiar with the exercise;

11) letting the patient move his lower jaw forwards to the maximum possible without opening his mouth and without exerting too much force on the instrument, and registering this position (28) by marking means, and preferably repeating this a few times to foster the accuracy of the measurement;

12) letting the patient move his lower jaw backwards to the maximum possible without opening his mouth and without exerting too much force on the instrument, and registering this position (29) by marking means, and preferably repeating this a few times to foster the accuracy of the measurement;

13) finally the gradual and gentle forward movement of his lower jaw by the patient from a backward located position up to the position that the patient can adopt without too much discomfort, depending on the characteristics and capabilities of the patient, and preferably repeating this movement a few times to be certain that this preferred position (30) can be reproducibly adopted by the patient, in order to then register this best position for the patient between the front and back position on the instrument by marking means in a distinctive manner with respect to the front and back position markings;

14) the screwing in of the set screw (18) on the instrument (1) so that the bite forks (2, 4) no longer move with
respect to one another and taking the instrument (1) out of the mouth;

15) the application of bite registration paste (26) or another fixing means over the entire arch length of the top bite fork (2) and the bottom bite fork (4), ensuring that the bottom bite fork (4) remains correctly positioned, and this simultaneously or bite fork by bite fork;

16) the introduction of the instrument (1) into the mouth again, in different phases or otherwise and letting the bite registration paste (26) harden on one or both bite forks (2, 4) simultaneously, in the chosen position;

17) taking the instrument (1) out of the mouth for the positioning of the lower jaw and thorough rinsing under running water and/or blow drying with oil-free compressed air;

18) the delivery of the instrument (1) with the impressions of the upper tooth arch (19) and lower tooth arch (20) in the registration paste (27) on the bite forks (2, 4) that act as an aid for the production of an oral correction device for the patient concerned;

19) the optional delivery of the instrument (1) according to step 18), with the addition of an adapted incisive pin suitable for placement in a simulator, such that the bite forks with extensions can be placed in the simulator without steric hindrance, which enables the technician to
produce the oral correction device under optimum conditions;

20) the dismantling of the instrument (1) whereby both bite forks (2, 4) are released and cleaned so that the instrument (1) can be reused, and new measurements can be made with it in another patient or in the same patient at another time.
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